Martini Kennel

Charity
9 weeks old
Legacy’s Daughter

Chet
7 months old
Sooner’s Son

Martha,
They say a picture is worth a thousand words and our two children from your kennel teach us that every day. Martha,
you came to our rescue when we suddenly lost our dog in April 2012…we were heart-broken and you gave us hope and
Chet! After my first contact with Martha and the Martini Kennel I knew this was the breeder for us and our love of
Gordon Setters. Martha went out of her way to arrange for a puppy from Sooner’s litter and sent updates and pictures
of Chet on a regular basis…they were a ray of sunshine for us as we waited.
The puppy computer cameras that Martha installed allowed us to check in on the puppies often. What a delight! Soon
after we got Chet we knew we wanted a little girl from the Martini Kennel. Thus, we made another call to Martha for
Charity. The care, love, and kindness that Martha shows to all of her dogs and their future owners are remarkable. She
breeds her Gordon Setters paying particular attention to the temperament, show quality, lineage, and concern for the
well-being of her dogs.
It is with complete confidence that we recommend Martini Kennels…if you want a show quality dog or one just to love
and be a part of your family, Martha is the breeder to contact for Gordon Setters. They are top quality, bred with only
the best in mind to maintain the superiority of the breed, and overall outstanding care.
These dogs are such a part of our family…they make us laugh every day from their “talking” to the beauty of their full
out run across a pasture. A magnificent picture detailing the thought that Martha places into every breeding decision.
You will not go wrong with a Martini Kennel Gordon Setter or two! Thank you Martha for all you do for the Gordon
Setter breed and the owners you entrust these gorgeous animals to love and enjoy.
Sincererly,
Kaylen and Bill Betzig, Columbus, Wisconsin.

